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Back in September I got a call
from producer Kate Phillips at
Bikini Films asking me
whether I’d like to go to
Prague and shoot a video for

Prince with director Phil Griffin. 
I think I yelled: “I’ll do it!” before

she’d even finished her sentence. After
all, it’s not every day you get to shoot
a video for one of your musical heroes.

Prince had apparently liked Phil
and my collaboration on the Amy
Winehouse video Rehab (MTV Music
Video Award-nominated), and Phil
was gracious enough to ask me back
for this job.

Two days before the shoot, it
got cancelled for scheduling rea-
sons, which was rather disappoint-
ing. The day after, however, it was
back on again all of a sudden, and
we hopped on the last plane out to
Prague that night. 

Phil’s idea for the video involved
only night interiors and exteriors, so I
knew I needed a fast stock that could
handle the city’s ambient night. I’m
also of the opinion that you can’t
really overexpose city night ambi-
ences – they just look better and 
better the more you give them.
Fujifilm’s ETERNA 500T became the
obvious choice for this.

One significant sequence took
place at the legendary Charles

Bridge in the middle of the old town.
This beautiful bridge had been fea-
tured in films such as Mission:
Impossible and many others, but
since then the city council had
become a bit weary of allowing film-
ing on the bridge for some reason
and we were only granted permis-
sion rather late - maybe the goodwill
of having an artist of Prince’s calibre
dancing on their bridge persuaded
them in the end. 

My plan was to use one of the old
towers at the end as my cherry picker

and stick some lights up as a back-
light, but the council said ‘no’ to this.
This meant I had to light the whole
thing from the ground and rely on the
film’s capacity to dig into the ambient
city lights in the background. 

So with the help of a huge helium
balloon, some up-lights on the towers
in the background and the built-in
practical sodium vapour lighting on
the bridge, we made it work. 

Another sequence took place
both inside and outside the newly
refurbished Schwarzenberg Palace.

Due to its heritage and history, we
had to be very careful not to dam-
age the interiors. 

In one sequence Prince is looking
out of the window at night at the girl
he’s lost, but we couldn’t light from
the exterior due to the drop outside
the palace. So I had to fake the light
with very small sources from outside
our false wall. 

The final part was a huge crane
sequence outside the palace at night
craning up to his window and we had
got ourselves a massive 60ft Galaxy
crane in for the job. 

I had to light virtually the whole
palace courtyard with just one cherry
picker and a balloon, so the
film stock had to be able to
handle it. In the end, the
results were beautiful thanks
to the film stock and all
involved. !

Originated on 35mm
Fujicolour ETERNA 500T 8573,

the title of the track was actually
kept secret but it’s probably

Somewhere Here On Earth, which is on
Prince’s current album Planet Earth.

Photo main: Cover of Prince’s
Somewhere Here On Earth Album;
above and left: DP Adam Frisch
shooting the promo in Prague

DP Adam F r isch on shooting a video in Pr ague for
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